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Preface

The University of Cumbria is a university of applied sciences with campuses in Carlisle, 
Lancaster, Barrow-in-Furness, Ambleside, and London. 
This photo book gives a visual tour of the Lancaster campus to serve students considering 
to study there as a first impression. 
Of course, the best way to get to know a place is to see it for yourself. So, hopefully, this 
book will inspire students to travel to Cumbria and explore not only the Lancaster campus 
but also the town and its surroundings. For example, there is Williamson Park opposite 
the  campus  with  truly  enchanting  woodlands,  an  Edwardian  Butterfly  House,  and  the 
imposing Ashton Memorial, which offers great views over the town. The town is small and 
gives you a feeling of belonging. It has everything you need for everyday life, a thriving 
student community, pubs, restaurants, and a great nightlife. It is also one of the safest 
towns in the UK. Lancaster Castle is also worth a visit.  
In less than an hour’s drive, you can reach the Lake District, a region perfect for hiking 
and outdoor activities. Here, you can get the magnificent views over the lakes that inspired 
Wordsworth’s  poetry.  Larger  cities  like  Manchester  or  Liverpool  are  also  within  easy 
reach, and even Scotland is not far away. 
A short photo book such as this would not have done the many sights in and around 
Lancaster justice. Therefore, only pictures of the campus are included. 
Enjoy the sights and go and explore for more!



The University  of  Cumbria  is  situated  in  the  North  of  England,  on  the  top  of  a  hill  in 
Lancaster. Coming from the city centre, the first building on campus is The Gateway Building.



The Gateway Building is home to the reception area.



The Snack Zone  can be found in the back. It is a great place to hang out. Opposite of the 
reception desk, the University of Cumbria Students’ Union (UCSU) has its office.



The refectory on the first floor, called The View, serves breakfast and lunch. You can help 
yourself at the salad bar, go for a meal deal, or simply have some coffee and enjoy the view.



On a clear day, you can see as far as Morecambe Bay.



When it is time to study, the best place to focus is the library.



Whether you want to work on the computer, in groups, or need absolute silence - the library 
offers the right facilities for all. Of course, it is also where you find books for your studies.



The combination of historical and modern architecture gives the campus a unique flair: The 
library in the new building extension and the IT centre in The Keep are an example for this.



Students have access to the IT facilities 24/7.



At the heart of the campus, there is The Chapel. Here,  beautifully lit by the sun.



The Alexandria Building is home to the Business School. 



Behind The Alexandria Building, there is ample parking for those commuting by car.



For a quick snack between seminars, there are vending and coffee machines for students.



For a longer break, the Café Martineau offers coffee specialities and pastries.



You can sit at the coffee tables or relax on the sofa. On sunny days, there is seating outside.



Some business seminars are held in The Field House next to the amateur football field.



For football matches, there are also all-weather grass football pitches on campus.



College Main is where you can find the Course Enquiry Centre.



College North is home to the International Office.



When sitting on the terrace of Café Martineau, you can see The Humanities Building.



Bicycle sheds are available next to The Gateway Building and College South.



And if e-mail ever fails, there is always a letterbox on site.




